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For fans of Gillian Flynn, Caroline Cooney, and R.L. Stine comes The Trap from four-time Edgar
Allen Poe Young Adult Mystery Award winner Joan Lowery Nixon.
 
        Julie has the perfect summer plan. She’ll be with her friends on the swim team, and this year, for the
first time, they have a chance to make the Interstates. So when her family tells her she’s being sent to spend
the summer with her great-aunt and great-uncle at Rancho del Oro, their ranch in Texas, she feels resentful.
        Once she’s at Rancho del Oro, however, Julie quickly learns that something strange is going on. Pieces
of jewelry and other little objects are missing. The older people on the ranch say they may have misplaced
the items—but something doesn’t add up. Julie’s Uncle Gabe only broke his ankle when he fell down the
stairs from his observatory, but two other men on the ranch have recently died. The deaths have been ruled
accidents, but were they? When Julie figures out that Uncle Gabe’s fall was not an accident, she knows she
must discover the killer’s identity. Or she could be next.
        Joan Lowery Nixon expertly combines a family story with a compelling mystery to keep her readers
guessing until the very end.
 
“With its twists and turns, this page-turner is a must for mystery fans.” –School Library Journal
 
“[The Trap] maintains a fast pace, with likeable, interesting characters and a dash of romance.” –VOYA
 
“A teen reader can identify with…Julie.” –Kirkus Reviews

From the Hardcover edition.
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From reader reviews:

Leigh Grayer:

The book The Trap can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So why must we
leave a very important thing like a book The Trap? A few of you have a different opinion about guide. But
one aim that book can give many info for us. It is absolutely suitable. Right now, try to closer together with
your book. Knowledge or details that you take for that, you may give for each other; it is possible to share all
of these. Book The Trap has simple shape nevertheless, you know: it has great and large function for you.
You can appear the enormous world by wide open and read a e-book. So it is very wonderful.

Lori McDonald:

Your reading sixth sense will not betray an individual, why because this The Trap e-book written by well-
known writer we are excited for well how to make book that can be understand by anyone who also read the
book. Written with good manner for you, still dripping wet every ideas and composing skill only for
eliminate your personal hunger then you still question The Trap as good book but not only by the cover but
also through the content. This is one publication that can break don't evaluate book by its deal with, so do
you still needing a different sixth sense to pick this kind of!? Oh come on your reading through sixth sense
already alerted you so why you have to listening to another sixth sense.

Elizabeth Givens:

This The Trap is great guide for you because the content that is certainly full of information for you who all
always deal with world and have to make decision every minute. This specific book reveal it info accurately
using great plan word or we can point out no rambling sentences within it. So if you are read this hurriedly
you can have whole data in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but tricky core
information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having The Trap in your hand like obtaining the world in
your arm, facts in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no book that offer you world with ten or
fifteen small right but this book already do that. So , it is good reading book. Hello Mr. and Mrs. stressful do
you still doubt that will?

Cathy Kerby:

You could spend your free time to study this book this book. This The Trap is simple to develop you can
read it in the park your car, in the beach, train and soon. If you did not have much space to bring the actual
printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you much easier to read it. You can save the actual
book in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when you buy this book.
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